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Assembly instruction | Compact single outlet, angular

Observe the care instructions in the Technical Information „Units for screed and hollow floors“  (Chapter „Protection class“).

Square compact single outlet with dimensions 125 x 125 mm, 160 x 160 mm, 184 x 258 mm and 258 x 258 mm for screed installation 
in dry and wet floors. The floor box, the stainless steel unit and the shuttering unit are included in delivery. For parquet and stone 
flooring with a thickness of 12/22 mm and height-adjustable between 80 - 95 or 90 - 135 mm.

Floor box
Bend up and align the attachment tab 
on the bottom of the floor box. Affix the 
floor box to the slab ceiling – optional 
attachment via internal attachment 
holes.

Plastic pipe
Remove the perforation on the side 
walls of the floor box and insert plastic 
pipe.

Screed work
Mask compact single outlet (UKE125 V) on 
all open areas. Pour the screed cleanly 
around the shuttering unit and remove 
the shuttering unit after the screed has 
hardened. The stainless steel unit must be 
insulated in case of terrazzo/screed floors.

Floor adjustment
Remove cassette cover and rubber 
seal. Set the single outlet flush to 
the finished floor level using the four 
levelling screws. If necessary, bend the 
perforated separating string out of the 
floor plate.

Data equipment
Insert connected data jacks into the 
data board from below. Screw the as-
sembled board to the side of the board 
holder in the single outlet (UKE125 V).

Power engineering
Insert the power engineering compo-
nents into the board from above and 
connect them from below. Insert the 
assembled board into the frame using 
snap-fit and screw to the opposite side.
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Observe the care instructions in the Technical Information „Units for screed and hollow floors“  (Chapter „Protection class“).

Single outlet frame
Screw the assembled board onto the 
single outlet frame (UKE160 V).

Equipment
Plug in the power and communication 
equipment.

Equipment
Plug in the power and communication 
equipment.

Single outlet
Insert the rubber seal and cartridge 
cover. Open the cover and pull the cable 
out through the cable outlet. For dry 
floors, install the cartridge installation 
unit with cable outlet. Pay attention to 
equipotential bonding.

Tube
Insert rubber seals and tube cover, pull 
cable out through the tube outlet. For 
wet floors, install a single outlet tube. 
Pay attention to equipotential bonding.

Installation devices
Snap the power sockets and data 
equipment into the boards (UKE160 V) 
and connect them to the cables.

Flat floor structure
Compact single outlet (UKEF 160 V) 
for direct installation in screed from a 
height of 70 mm. Adjust the single outlet 
to the finished floor level (70 - 95 mm) 
using the levelling screws.

Installation devices
Snap the installation components into 
plug-in board (UGEE3) from the front, 
mount the connection line and screw 
the entire element to the device carrier.

Equipment
It can be assembled with up to two 
power engineering or data equipment. 
Suitable for straight or angle plugs.
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Insertion
Insert mounting box (UG3) as deep 
as possible into the snap-in ladder. 
Minimum installation depth 90 mm.

Levelling board
When using the optional levelling board, 
the levelling range can be additionally 
increased between 25 - 70 mm. Bend 
up attachment tab on the bottom of the 
unit, align and attach it to the levelling 
board. Level the system to the defined 
screed height.

Impact noise decoupling
Optional rubber impact noise sleeve 
sockets (UGM SLF) can be slipped over 
the levelling base for impact noise 
decoupling. Both components must 
be attached to the slab ceiling with 
nail plugs. Cut the levelling bases as 
required. This provides a measured 
impact noise improvement of 3 dB.

Observe the care instructions in the Technical Information „Units for screed and hollow floors“  (Chapter „Protection class“).
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